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Abstract
Unlike traditional note-taking with pen and paper, in which the note-taking process is only 
partially accessible to the co-participants, note-taking in the digitalized workplace may be done 
publicly, so that both the content of notes and the process of writing them are observable to 
the co-participants. Using multimodally oriented conversation analysis, this study focused on 
public note-taking in interaction sequences where the facilitator of a workplace project records 
the results of a workshop discussion on a digital platform. The analysis revealed that while 
the facilitator was entitled to decide which portions of talk are recorded, the affordances of 
digital technology, its publicness in particular, enabled the co-participants to monitor the writing 
process, possibly leading to the editing of notes. The results show that even when note-taking is 
publicly performed, it is oriented to as an informal form of writing.
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Introduction

Note-taking is a form of informal writing in which information derived from a source is 
recorded in a document. It is often thought of as a simple practice of recording what one 
has heard. However, as Reinig and Sprain (2019) convincingly show, note-taking is a 
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complex communicative practice that is conducted for a specific purpose. That purpose 
varies. A broad distinction can be made between the personal and organizational use of 
notes. Students’ lecture notes, taken for the purpose of enhancing learning (e.g., Chen, 
2021), are an example of the former. Personal notes may also be taken by professionals 
during various kinds of institutional activities. For example, Svinhufvud (2016) shows 
how counselors take notes during student counseling sessions (see also Hazel (2020) on 
theater directors’ and Ro (2021) on student tutors’ notes). These notes are not shown to 
the students; instead, they are for the counselor’s personal use in preparing for future 
sessions. In many cases, however, notes are intended for organizational use. This is the 
case, for example, in producing minutes of a meeting (McEachern, 1998; Wolfe, 2006). 
Other note-taking practices, such as participants recording their reflections on post-its, 
can also be used in meetings (Reinig and Sprain, 2019). In organizational contexts, real-
time note-taking is often a preliminary form of writing that at a later stage leads to a more 
formal document. For example, notes taken during a meeting may be edited into minutes 
(McEachern, 1998) or some other form of report (Reinig and Sprain, 2019).

Note-taking, when carried out as part of different interactional encounters such as in 
meetings or counseling sessions, is essentially an interactional practice. In such situa-
tions, it is important that the note-taking process can be observed by the other partici-
pants. Thus, the embodied activity of writing notes can also serve interactional purposes. 
For example, Svinhufvud (2016) shows how, through writing, a counselor in student 
counseling indicates that what the student is saying is somehow important, ‘noteworthy’ 
(see also, Pälli and Lehtinen, 2014). In some instances, writing instruments, such as a 
pen and notepad, can be used for interactional purposes even without any actual writing 
being done. For example, an embodied orientation to them can be used to accomplish 
activity shifts (Hazel and Mortensen, 2014). At the same time, however, it may be impor-
tant for note-takers to display that they are listening to their co-participant while taking 
notes through, for example, producing continuers that display recipiency (Nielsen, 
2021).

However, note-taking is usually only partially accessible to the other participants. As 
Svinhufvud (2016) notes on student counseling, the situation is asymmetric in that the 
student can see that writing is taking place, but not exactly what is being written. This 
asymmetry can be alleviated through various practices. Mortensen (2013) shows how 
writing can be made accessible through reading aloud what one is writing. It is also pos-
sible to reposition the document so that one’s co-participants are able see it or even to let 
them handle the document themselves (Jakonen, 2016, see also, Ro, 2021). In some 
contexts (De Stefani et al., 2016), the interactants may have interactional practices for 
agreeing on what should be included in notes, such as displaying joint affiliation with 
what has been said. Such agreement does not, however, eliminate the asymmetry of 
access. Nor does it mean that the exact wording of the notes is necessarily identical to 
what has been said. This asymmetry also makes it possible for the note-taker to edit the 
notes if they need to be published later. This is the case, for example, when recording the 
minutes of workplace meetings (see, McEachern, 1998).

Note-taking can, however, also be done in a public, accessible way, either on a white-
board or on a digital platform that is projected onto a screen. Here, we analyze such a 
case. Other types of collaborative public writing have previously been studied. For 
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example, Mondada (2016) examined how decisions made at a grassroots democracy 
meeting were recorded on a blackboard; Asmuß and Oshima (2012) investigated how a 
strategy text projected on a screen was edited by managers; and Nissi (2015) analyzed 
how a project group constructed a public statement. These studies show how the partici-
pants have interactional practices for agreeing on what should be written and how non-
writers monitor the public writing process. They also show that the writing platform – for 
example, a blackboard versus a digital application – and instruments may have signifi-
cance for the writing. For example, Mondada (2016) found that using a blackboard ena-
bles mobility: the writer can choose to move closer to or further away from the blackboard. 
In this sense, we can say that different platforms have different affordances that enable 
different interactional practices (for affordances, see Hutchby, 2001). For this study, the 
technological affordances of the digital platform were found to play an important role in 
the activity of note-taking. However, as Orlikowski (2000) notes, users do not always use 
the technology as anticipated by the designers but may adapt the technology to suit their 
own purposes.

However, all the above-mentioned studies concern the construction of finalized pub-
lishable documents (Asmuß and Oshima, 2012; Nissi, 2015), or, in Mondada’s (2016) 
case, collectively agreed-on proposals. In this sense, they differ from note-taking, which 
is a more ad hoc and informal form of writing. In this article, we analyze public note-
taking conducted on a digital platform that is accessible and observable by the partici-
pants in the interactional encounter. The study addressed the following research questions: 
(1) How is public note-taking interactionally organized? and (2) How are the affordances 
of the digital platform utilized in note-taking? Aided by the results, we discuss the nature 
of note-taking as a communicative workplace practice and the effect of digital technolo-
gies on this practice.

Data and methods

Our data come from a development project concerning a major organizational change in 
the information system of a large white-collar company. We are interested in the work of 
the team responsible for training the members of the organization. An important part of 
the team’s work consists of regularly organized workshops and an internally used digital 
platform called Howspace, which is a collaborative workspace with dialogic functions, 
such as polls, queries, and a chat function, designed especially for participant interaction 
in facilitator-led workshops. The agenda and materials of each workshop are documented 
in Howspace. In the present project, the progress of the workshops and use of Howspace 
are managed by an internal facilitator.

The data comprise video-recordings of both face-to-face and remote workshops. 
Onsite meetings were recorded with two cameras, one recording from the front of the 
room and the other recording from the back of the room, including the screen onto which 
Howspace was projected during the meetings. The remote meetings were held using 
Microsoft Teams and recorded by the facilitator. Our analysis focuses on sequences 
where the facilitator selects something from the ongoing discussion and writes it down. 
We collected all the notes as screenshots from Howspace and looked at the video-record-
ings of the workshops to identify the sequences from which the note originated. The data 
comprise 39 notes from five workshops, each lasting about 2 hours.
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From our perspective, Howspace offers two important tools: a text widget and a chat 
function (Figure 1). The text in Figure 1 is in Finnish, but we do not provide a translation 
at this point, as we do not analyze its content.

The top of the screenshot displays the meeting’s agenda, which is implemented using 
a text widget. A chat function, including comments from the meeting’s participants is 
located below the agenda. Our aim is to show how both of these spaces are used for note-
taking. First, in principle, all the participants of the workshop can use the chat for discus-
sion. However, as Figure 1 shows, comments in the chat may in some instances be made 
by just one person. That person, Eveliina, is the facilitator of the workshops and often 
takes responsibility for writing down the results of the team’s discussion. Thus, the dis-
cussions on the platform may seem like monologs. However, when we look at the video-
recordings of the workshop, we discover that these are notes taken during a discussion in 
the workshop. Second, in cases where a text widget is used for note-taking purposes, the 
facilitator, by virtue of her role as chair of the meeting and her administrative rights, has 
both the technical and institutional authority to edit the notes. Viewing the video-record-
ings reveals that only some parts of the agenda were written beforehand, while the 
remaining notes are taken during the face-to-face discussion. In both cases, importantly, 
the notes are written by one person, but in a way that is visibly accessible to the 
co-participants.

Figure 1. A screenshot from Howspace.
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In analyzing the data, we have relied on the conversation analytic principle of look-
ing at interaction as a sequentially unfolding social activity (Schegloff, 2007). We have 
taken the multimodal nature of interaction into account, meaning that we see the note-
taking sequences as verbally, bodily, and materially produced (see Mondada, 2016). 
We have looked at the written notes on the platform and at the sequences of talk-in-
interaction from which these notes originated. In addition, by drawing on the concept 
of affordance (in the digital context, see Meredith, 2017; in the organizational context, 
see Vyas et al., 2017), we sought to better understand how the features of the digital 
platform are used for note-taking in organizational encounters. Thus, the concept of 
affordance enables us to delve into the ways in which the technology used reshapes 
workplace practices.

Analysis

In the first analysis section we show how a shared screen was used as a resource for mak-
ing the note-taking public. In the face-to-face workshops, Howspace was projected onto 
a screen in a meeting room, and in the virtual workshops, the facilitator shared her screen 
so that all present had visual access to the note-taking process. The extracts demonstrate 
how the team members participated in the note-taking by monitoring it and the conse-
quences of this for the note-taking process itself. In the second analysis section we report 
what consequences the affordances of the two tools had for the practice of note-taking in 
the present instance. We found that while various tools support note-taking and differ-
ences exist between onsite and remote participation, the participants oriented to the note-
taking activity as an informal organizational practice, thereby distinguishing it from 
other collaborative writing practices in workplaces (e.g., Asmuß and Oshima, 2012; 
Nissi, 2015).

Shared screen as a collaborative note-taking resource

This analysis section illustrates, how the digital platform enabled the participants to 
monitor the writing process, and how they oriented to note-taking as an informal form of 
writing. Example 1 shows the whole trajectory of an instance of note-taking where a note 
is written based on something said that is deemed noteworthy. The example is from a 
face-to-face meeting where the facilitator uses chat for note-taking. Each extract is pre-
sented along with the note made by the facilitator on Howspace, followed by a transcrip-
tion of the workshop discussion which gave rise to the note. The activity of writing is 
marked  in the transcription. Since there are differences in word order in Finnish and 
English, we give a word-by-word gloss of the note in Extracts 1 and 3, as in these extracts 
it affects the placement of the writing in the transcription.1

In the example, the team members are looking at the timetable planned for the project 
and commenting on it in the expectation that the facilitator will relay their comments to 
the upper management who issued it. The facilitator, Eveliina, has just written a note. At 
the beginning of the extract, she is posting the note on chat while simultaneously making 
a metalinguistic comment on note-taking.
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Extract 1

Vaikuttaa valtavan ison joukon kalentereihin
has+effect enormously big+GEN group+GEN calendars+to
Has an effect on the calendars of a huge group of people

01 EVE *mä heit*telen tän*ne
 I’m jotting these

 *tom, lau, sof gaze at screen
*eve gazes down at her computer
*ant gazes down at his computer, types
*noo gazes down at her computer
     *eve publishes the prior comment
          *noo turns gaze to screen

02 TOM joo [hyvä ku heittelet niitä]
yeah good that you’re jotting

03 EVE    [tä*nne *muistiin näi ]tä tsättiin että tota (.)
   down here in chat so that (.)

    *tii turns gaze to screen #fig.2a
       *eve scrolls up and down the notes
       *noo turns gaze down to her computer

04 EVE

Figure 2a. Participants monitoring the writing process.
asioita vielä et mitä (.) mi[tä
these things yet that (.) that

05 LAU             [ja sit
            and then

06 EVE m-
07 LAU must jotenki tuntuu *että onko

I somehow feel that do
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   *eve turns face towards lau and leans
   on her hand

08
09

tolla tavallaan h- (0.6)
the p- (0.6)
*hankkeen (.) poru*kalla niinku (.)
 project people in a way like (.)

 *tom and sof turn gaze to screen
         *tom turns gaze to lau

10  ajatus oikeest *sii*tä et kuin
 really have an idea about

    *lau gazes at eve #Fig. 2b
       *sof gazes into middle distance

11 ihmist-=kuin monen ihmisen
peopl-=how many persons’

12 kalenteriin tää [vaikuttaa?
 calendar this will affect?

13 EVE        *[mm:,

        *eve nods and moves her open
        hand palm upwards towards lau #Fig. 2c

14 kyl*l[ä.
yes.

  *eve turns to her computer, places the cursor on a new
  comment #Fig.2d

Figure 2b. Laura’s gaze toward Eveliina, 2c. Eveliina’s open palm gesture,  
2d. Eveliina turning to her computer

15 LAU  [et tavallaan se (.) *mitä se *porukka
  so who the bunch will be

           *eve opens comment
               *lau turns gaze to tom

16 TOM  [mm,
17 LAU *sielt on et sit ku lähetään järjestää

 when we start to organize

*Vaikuttaa
 has+effect
 Will have an effect on
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18 *koulutuk*sia et se ei oo ihan niinku (0.2)
 the trainings so it’s not just

*valtavan ison
 enormously big+GEN
 on the calendars of a huge
     *sof and tom turn gaze at screen

19 kymmenen tai *viistoist *hen*kee,
ten or fifteen person

       *tom turns gaze to lau
            *joukon
             group+GEN
             group of
                *noo turns gaze to screen

20 TOM mm,
21 LAU et tavallaan se niinku:

so that in a way
22 *(0.5)

*kalenterei(-)
 calendars
 people
*tom turns gaze to screen

23 TII *nii *ja sitten *kauppapäässäki sit ku
 yes and then at the retail store end

*(-)hin
 +to
  *eve moves the cursor to the publish button
        *eve moves the cursor away from the publish
         button
        *noo turns gaze down at her computer
        *tom turns gaze to tii

24 puhutaan niinku (.) *RETin pääkäyttäjistä,
when you like talk about (.)The ret main users

          *eve gazes at tii

25 ni se ei oo *niinku niitten *ainoo työtehtävä,
it isn’t like it’s their only work task,

       *eve turns down at her laptop
             *eve publishes the comment

The gist of Laura’s comment (lines 7–12) is the idea that the timetable will influ-
ence the everyday work of a lot of people via their ‘calendars’ as she says. She pre-
sents this comment as an implicit critique of the upper management, wondering aloud 
whether they have taken this fact into consideration. On lines 17–23 Eveliina writes 
down her version of this comment, which includes the gist, but leaves out the more 
personal, critical aspects of Laura’s comment. Next, we offer a couple of ideas about 
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how the public nature of the note-taking process affects – and does not affect – the 
note-taking activity itself.

It is clear that the public nature of the writing, the fact that the participants can see 
what is written on the screen, makes it possible for them to monitor the writing as it hap-
pens. We can see from their direction of gaze that some of the participants are doing this 
(Figure 2(a)). Tiia gazes at the screen throughout Laura’s comment and the writing pro-
cess, while Tommi and Sofia alternate between gazing at the screen and elsewhere in the 
environment. However, Antti’s gazes down at his computer the whole time, and Noora 
raises her gaze from her computer toward the screen for only a brief moment (line 19). 
This kind of participatory structure is representative of the whole data set. While note-
taking publicly makes it possible for those present to monitor the writing, they seem to 
be under no normative expectation to do this. We would contend that this has to do with 
note-taking being treated as a fairly informal type of writing, compared to other kinds of 
public writing. To delve further into this aspect of note-taking, we look at the trajectory 
of the note-taking process in context of the relevant talk, that is, how an idea is presented 
as potentially noteworthy, how the decision to produce the note is made procedurally, 
and how talk and monitoring are intertwined with the act of writing.

Laura’s turn indicates that what she is saying is something to be recorded in writing. 
She begins her turn with the continuation marker ‘and then’ to signal that what comes 
next is related to the overall assignment of the workshop, which is to make observations 
about the project schedule. Her turn is thus designed as a contribution to fulfilling the 
task presented on Howspace (‘observations about the schedule’), thereby signaling that 
something relevant may be coming. While making her initiative, Laura gazes at Eveliina 
(Figure 2(b)), which may also indicate Laura’s wish that her concern be recorded.

Eveliina orients to the relevance of recording what Laura has said by first turning to 
face Laura (line 7). She leans on one arm and gazes intently at Laura, thereby displaying 
active listening. The shift in Eveliina’s activity from listening to note-taking is indicated 
with a writing initial nod (see Svinhufvud, 2016) and an open palm gesture (Figure 2(c)). 
Eveliina acknowledges the idea (lines 13–14) and assumes a typing position by turning 
to her laptop and placing the mouse cursor in a new comment space (Figure 2(d)). 
Immediately after assuming that position, she starts writing down portions of Laura’s 
talk. In our case, unlike in some other forms of public writing (Mondada, 2016; Nissi, 
2015) and forms of note-taking where the notes are written for a third party (De Stefani 
et al., 2016), it seems that there is no need to legitimize the act of writing through collec-
tive affiliation by the other participants. Instead, as is often the case, the facilitator alone 
gets to decide whether the idea is relevant enough to be documented. By not asking for 
affiliation from her co-participants, Eveliina treats Laura’s comment as self-evidently 
recordable. The other participants accept the facilitator’s right to do this. Thus, the par-
ticipants orient to note-taking in this context as an informal practice that does not require 
them to agree on the specific form of the notes.

The varied orientation to monitoring observed here is in line with the informality of 
the practice. This does not mean, however, that monitoring is random. It seems clear, for 
example, that monitoring is especially important for participants who want their com-
ments to be written down next. This can be seen, first, in the beginning of the extract 
where Eveliina finishes jotting down the note she has been writing and posts it. Laura 
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gazes intently at the screen while Eveliina writes (Figure 2(a)) and begins her turn, over-
lapping with Eveliina’s metalinguistic comment (line 5). Thus, monitoring the screen is 
important for the timing of talk. A similar pattern can be seen during Laura’s turn. Tiia, 
who takes the next turn and offers her idea to be written down, gazes at the screen 
throughout Laura’s turn. She begins her turn, overlapping slightly with the act of writing, 
as the last syllable of the word kalentereihin ‘calendar+to’ has yet to be typed. However, 
at this point, it is visible on the screen that the sentence is coming to an end and that the 
main thrust of what Laura said has been recorded. Thus, Tiia begins at a moment when 
the writing is observably coming to its logical end, thereby timing her speech turn to fit 
in with the writing.

Lastly, we can see an orientation to monitoring in Eveliina’s metalinguistic comment 
at the beginning of the extract. In explicating her note-taking activity, she says that she is 
writing the notes tänne ‘here’. Thus, she orients to the platform, together with the screen, 
as a joint space, implying that it can be seen by everybody.

Note-taking was also performed in the remote workshops. The situation was similar 
in that Eveliina shared her screen so that both her mouse movements and the online writ-
ing were potentially observable by all the participants. However, especially since the 
participants’ cameras were not switched on, there was no way for them – or the research-
ers – to know whether the others were in fact monitoring what was happening on the 
screen. They could not see each other’s gaze or even whether the others were present in 
the meeting when they were not talking. However, as we show in the analysis of Extract 
2, an orientation to monitoring also occurred in these meetings.

Below, the participants are, once again, discussing the planned timetable of the pro-
ject, and Eveliina is recording their comments in the platform text widget. The extract 
starts at the point where Eveliina begins orienting to writing.

Extract 2

Karille ei mielellään viikoille 36 ja 37 toimittajatietojen koulutuksia
For Kari preferably no provider information trainings on weeks 36 and 37.

01 KAR mut (0.8) tännää ei tarvii tehä päätöksiä.
but (0.8) we don’t need to make decisions today.

02 (1.8)
03 EVE just näi.

exactly.
04 (2.2) *(1.5)

    *eve opens text widget

05 mutta se on *hyvä huomio,=>ja
but that is a good observation,=>and

                 *eve scrolls up

06 *itse asias< kirjaan sen *tänne (.)
 in fact< I it down here (.)
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 *eve moves cursor to edit button
           *eve clicks edit button

07 tänne (.) *ylös (.) niin (0.3)
down (.) here (.) so (0.3)

           *edit mode opens

08 *mul on (.) hatara pää ja (.)
I’m (.) a bit of a scatterbrain and (.)

 *eve scrolls down

09 *paljo (.) paljo tota (.)
I go (.) around a lot (.)

 *eve hits enter

10 *suhailen (.) suuntaan jos toiseenkin
a lot (.) here and there

 *eve hits tab

11 nii varmasti tuun *unohtaa tän niin
 so I will certainly forget this so

            *Karille
                        For Kari

12 *(14.0)

*ei mielellään viikoille 36 ja 37
 toimittajatietojen koulutuksia
 preferably no provider information trainings
 on weeks 36 and 37.

13 mä laitan tohon iha ylös (0.5)
I will actually put it down there (0.5)

14 yhteiseen muistioon.
in our joint memo.

15 (1.4)
16 tää on meidän sisäne (.)

this is our internal (.)
17 sisänen kuitenkin ni.

internal anyway so.

This case resembles Extract 1 in that the decision to record parts of the talk is made 
by Eveliina alone. After Kari has finished his comment (line 1), Eveliina produces a 
strong agreement token: just näi ‘exactly’ (line 3). After a quite long pause (line 4) she 
assesses Kari’s comment positively (line 5), and then says that she will record it on the 
platform (lines 6–14). She does not seek agreement on making the note, and no-one com-
ments on this. Thus, she orients to writing the note as her own decision. This can also be 
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seen in her mouse movements while she is talking. She begins making preparations for 
writing already during the pause on line 4, when she opens the text widget. She also 
moves the mouse cursor to the edit button, clicks on edit in the beginning stages of her 
commentary on her note-taking (line 6), and starts writing while still speaking (line 11). 
Thus, she does not wait for any kind of confirmation before starting the writing 
process.

As in Extract 1, Eveliina displays her orientation to the possibility of monitoring dur-
ing her metatalk about writing by using the proadverbs tänne ‘here’ (lines 6–7) and tohon 
‘there’ (line 13) when referring to the platform. These proadverbs presume that the space 
where the writing happens is accessible to the participants, and thus they can observe 
what she is writing. Also, at the end of her metatalk, she explains that the platform is their 
‘joint memo’ (line 14), and ‘our internal’ (presumably she means ‘memo’ here as well, 
although the noun is missing). This last bit is interesting in many ways: First, she expli-
cates the ‘jointness’ of the platform, that is, it is meant for the whole team. Second, she 
calls it a muistio ‘memo’ and thus implicitly depicts the activity as one of note-taking. 
Third, she points out that the memo is ‘internal’ (line 16), which is in line with the infor-
mal nature of the writing. It is not meant for a third party, at least not in its present form, 
and thus there is no need to refine the form of the entries.

We also notice the occurrence of a 14-second silence (line 12), during which Eveliina 
does most of the writing. Although we have no knowledge of what the other participants 
are doing, we can note that as nothing else happens in the meeting during the writing, 
monitoring is the only meeting-relevant activity publicly available to the participants.

In this section, we saw how the shared screen enables the monitoring of note-taking 
and how it enables the participants to follow what is written down and to calibrate their 
comments in writing. In this regard, note-taking in an organizational encounter can be 
seen as a collaborative practice, through which the team makes their discussions shared 
and retrievable in the future. However, this does not mean that everyone in the encounter 
actively takes part in the note-taking process. Instead, monitoring is necessary only for 
those who want to make further comments. Thus, the participants in this context seem to 
orient to note-taking as an informal form of writing in which the facilitator plays a cen-
tral role in deciding what is recorded.

Affordances of the digital platform as shaping note-taking

As previously stated, Howspace offers two tools that can be used for note-taking. 
Interestingly, neither of these tools was specifically designed for note-taking: the chat 
function is intended for interaction between (remote) participants and the text widget for 
use by the facilitator in sharing instructions or information. This section examines how 
the technological affordances of these tools shape note-taking practices. In addition to 
informality, the analysis shows how the present participants oriented to another principle 
of note-taking, that is, the principle of one idea per note. By focusing on the practice of 
editing the notes, the analysis shows how these principles are oriented to in both cases, 
only in different ways.

In the case in which notes are documented by using chat, the note can be edited after 
publishing by right-clicking the note and choosing ‘edit’. In these cases, the participants 
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may have contributed additions or reformulations of prior comments, which would be 
relevant to include in the same note. Extract 3, in which Tessa makes a quick addition 
leading to editing the note after publishing it, is a case in point.

Extract 3

Original note:
Tuotantoympäristön  tekniset  valmistelut – mitä tarkoittaa ja ketä koskee? 
production+environment+GEN technical PL preparations what means and who concerns
Technical preparations of the production environment – what does it mean and who does it 
concern?

Note after edit:
Tuotantoympäristön tekniset valmistelut – mitä tarkoittaa ja ketä koskee?
Onko vaikutuksia valmennuksiin tai koulutusdataan?
Technical preparations of the production environment – what does it mean and who does it 
concern? Are there effects on trainings and education data?

01 TII *nii *et ketä *toi koskee,
 so who does that concern,

 *ant, tom, lau and tii gaze at screen
*sof gazes at her mobile phone
   *lau turns gaze to tii
                *tii nods towards screen

02 toi tuotantoympäristön tekniset valmistelut.
the technical preparations of the production environment

03 et *et onks se niinkun mt. jonkun porukan (.) *tekemää
so so is it like mt. done by some group

  *eve scrolls up from the schedule to the chat window
 *noo gazes at tii
                                                                           *lau gazes down

04 vai onks se sit nimenomaan nyt niitten kaupan pääkäyttäjien
or is it specifically the shop’s main user’s

05 *tekemää *teknistä val[mis]telua *(.) et ketä se koskee
technical prep[ar]ations (.) so who does it concern

*eve opens a new comment
*tom gazes at tii
*sof gazes at screen
     *tuotantoympäristön
      production+environment+GEN
                *tom gazes at screen

06 TOM            [mm]
07 *(7.0)*(1.0)*(1.0)
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*tekniset valmistelut – mitä tarkoittaa
 technical-PL preparations what means
 technical preparations of the production environment – 
what does it mean 
*tom, tii and ant gaze at screen #Fig. 3
*sof gazes at her mobile phone
*noo gazes downwards
    *ja ketä
    and who
    *ant gazes downwards
     *koskee
     concerns
     *lau gazes at screen

 

Figure 3a. Some participants monitoring the writing (cam. 1), 3b. Some 
participants monitoring the writing (cam. 2).

08 EVE *kyllä mä luulen et tää on siellä REPn *IT[ssä]
 yes I believe that this task is for REP’s IT

*?
                   *ant gazes at screen

09 TII                  [joo]
                 [yes]
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10 EVE tehtä*vää asia[a mutta hyvä tarkentaa
to do but good to specify

    *eve publishes the note

11 TES       [ja *mitä se tarkoittaa *valmennust-
      [and what does it mean concerning the traini-

          *tii turns gaze to tes
                 *lau gazes at tes

12 [valmennus]ten kannalta.
[concerning] the trainings

13 EVE [(-----------)]
14 TOM mm
15 EVE *nii.

 yeah.

*lau gazes at screen

16 (0.8)
17 EVE *nii onko sillä va[ik]utuksia tavallaan siihen

 so does it have an ef[fe]ct sort of on the

  *eve opens editing mode #Fig. 4

18 TES              [mm]

Figure 4. Opening of the editing mode on Howspace.

The extract starts with Tiia’s turn prefaced by nii et ‘so’, which indicates that her 
upcoming turn is a reformulation of the preceding talk (see Sorjonen, 2018). On line 1, 
she summarizes the team’s discussion on a specific part of the project schedule by outlin-
ing the main issue (‘who does that concern’). The facilitator treats this reformulation as 
relevant by shifting from the activity of discussion to that of writing. The typing itself 
takes place in silence and is again monitored by some of the participants (Figure 3). At 
the end of the typing activity, Eveliina seems at first to consider the recorded question as 
partially irrelevant (lines 8–10). However, with ‘but good to specify’ (line 10) she treats 
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the recorded question as an item that needs to be addressed by someone else. What fol-
lows is interesting from the perspective of the note-editing process.

Simultaneously with her verbal turn, Eveliina treats the note as completed by publish-
ing it on the platform. At the same time, Tessa overlaps Eveliina’s turn with the continu-
ation marker ‘and’ (line 11). Although it is impossible to see Tessa’s gaze or body posture 
in the video, the way she utters her addition with a quick ‘and’ conjunction after the 
publication of the comment implies that she has monitored the typing and is using the 
record-thus-far (see Komter, 2006) as a resource in proposing her addition. It seems that 
Tessa waits until the note is finished before orienting to the next turn. Thus, the extract 
demonstrates how monitoring can display participants’ understanding of the completion 
of the topic, and how they use it to coordinate their talk so that similar topics are included 
in one note.

On lines 15–17, Eveliina reorients to typing, which implies that something in 
Tessa’s turn is noteworthy. She moves the mouse cursor to the ‘edit’ button (Figure 4), 
which enables her to make changes to the existing comment. Thus, Eveliina treats 
Tessa’s turn as an addition that is so closely linked to Tiia’s prior turn that they must 
be incorporated into the same note. While opening the editing mode and starting to 
write, Eveliina displays agreement, which is followed by a reformulation of Tessa’s 
turn: ‘does it have an effect’ (line 17). Although the idea was originally presented by 
Tessa, the facilitator ends up formulating the note using her own words. Thus, it 
seems that while the participants can affect the content of the note, the facilitator 
decides what form it takes.

The extract shows how the affordance of editing in the chat tool enables the separa-
tion of ideas so that each topic has its own note. That the participants seem to orient 
to this principle is seen, first, in Tessa’s initiating of her turn with the continuation 
marker (line 11) and, second, in Eveliina’s activity of editing the published note (line 
17). In this respect, the edit button is used as a resource to adhere to the principle of 
‘one note per topic’, as it enables the reopening and supplementation of the original 
comment.

The effects of these affordances become even more visible when comparing the 
chat notes with those written in the text widget. The latter usually includes a few bullet 
points inserted before the workshop that are subsequently complemented in discus-
sions with the team. Although both the chat and the text widget enable note-taking, 
there are some crucial differences in their affordances that affect how notes can be 
edited. The most important difference is the way of starting a new note. In chat, an 
existing note must be published before a new one can be initiated. In other words, com-
ments cannot be left open for later complementation, a situation which leads to such 
cases as in the previous extract, where the note needed to be reopened. However, in the 
case of the text widget, leaving notes open is possible. To use this tool for note-taking, 
the whole agenda must be opened to the editing mode, after which it can be left open 
until all the notes are finalized and written down. This mode enables notes to be reor-
ganized and complemented at any point during the discussion. Editing in the text 
widget is presented in Figure 5(a) and (b).
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Figure 5(a) demonstrates the opening of the editing mode: The mouse cursor is placed 
on an editing button that opens the window shown in Figure 5(b). As the toolbar above 
the text indicates, it is possible to edit the whole agenda from this page. As Figure 5(b) 
also shows, the facilitator has started expanding the existing text with bullet points. In 
Extract 5, we show in detail how multiple notes can be produced and organized during 
talk. The extract comes from a remote meeting in which the facilitator has been sharing 
her screen with her co-participants. The topic, ‘Topical issues’, is already part of the 
agenda, and is now complemented with a bullet point posing the question ‘How have the 
RET UAT trainings been going?’ Before the extract, Eveliina has told the meeting some 
news about the trainings that she has heard from people working in the project and has 
now asked Kari to share his experiences. The numbers in brackets in the transcription 
represents the order of the notes in the final memo.

Extract 4

1. Ajankohtaiset kuulumiset
• Miten RET UAT-koulutukset ovat menneet?

 Osallistujilla (TEKA-pääkäyttäjillä) motivaatio hyvä, asenne kohdillaan, hyvä fiilis
 Kauppojen valmistautuminen käyttöönottoon puhututtaa (RET kohtaiset erot, 

viestinnälliset asiat mm. riskikirjasto, työroolit jne.)

1. Topical issues
• How has the RET UAT trainings been going?

 Participants (TEKA main users) have good motivation, the right attitude, good vibes
 The preparation by the stores for implementation has been discussed (RET specific 

differences, e.g., a risk library, work roles etc.)

Figure 5a. The mouse cursor on an editing button, 5b. The editing mode. 
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01 KAR jaan kyllä nuo samat samat havainnot mitä
I share those same same observations that

02 sinun korviin on kantautunut että, (0.6)
have reached your ears so (0.6)

03 *jäi jotenki hh *(0.5) *nää on ehkä (.)
 it left kind of (0.5) these are perhaps (.)

 *eve moves cursor to edit button
       *eve clicks the edit button
          *edit mode opens

04 hel- helpompi ryhmä tai hel- helpommin
an eas- easier group or they’re an eas- easier

05 lähestyttävä ryhmä *helpommin
group to approach a more

(1)
          *• osallistujilla
          • participants have

06 *vastaanottava ryhmä ku sitte se REP
 responsive group than the REP

(1)
*motivaatio hyvä
 good motivation

07 et se oli jotenki niin kriittisen tuntusta siellä.
so it felt somehow so critical in there

08 ↑ehkä tietysti se *että heillä on toisentyyppisestä
↑maybe of course that they have from a different type of

(1)
        *, asenne kohdillaan
         ,the right attitude

10 näkökulmasta *katsovat asioita mutta
point of view they’re looking at things but

(2)
       *• kauppojen valmistautuminen
         • the preparations by the stores

11 mutta hyv- hyvä fiilis hyvä tunnelma
but some go- good vibes good atmosphere

12 niissä koulutuksissa on ollu ja ne on kyllä
has been in those trainings and they have both

13 molemmat sujunu ihan hyvin.
gone pretty well.

14 *käyttöoikeuksien hallinta
 user access management

(1)
* , hyvä fiilis
 , good vibes

15 ja toimittajatiedot ni *kokonaisuudessa.
and supplier information so altogether.

(2)
          *käyttöönottoon puhututtaa
          to implementation is discussed
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16 (0.5)
17 öö hh.joitaki *käyttöoikeuksien hallintaan (.) mit- pit-

ähm hh. something to user access management (.) wha- shou-

      *(RET kohtaiset erot)
      (RET-specific differences)

18 tulee noita samoja et *mites tää
comes those same like how this

(3)
                      *•

Quickly after Kari has started by saying that he shares the observations that Eveliina 
has heard (line 1), Eveliina opens the editing mode (line 3). It seems that she can first 
report what she has heard from other project members but only start writing these 
observations down after Kari’s confirmation. That is, Kari’s agreement renders 
Eveliina’s observations recordable. Next, we show in detail how Eveliina’s writing and 
Kari’s report are intertwined.

From the point of view of note-taking, it is important that the facilitator can shift 
between different notes on the agenda, as she does during Kari’s report. She may start 
one topic and then jump to another topic by creating a new bullet point. First, she starts 
typing that ‘participants have good motivation’ and ‘the right attitude’ (line 5–8), which 
are taken from her own talk and reflect what she has heard about the trainings. On line 
10, she starts a new bullet point on ‘preparations of the stores’, which can be seen as a 
different topic, but still something she herself raised in her turn. However, when Kari 
reports something relevant to any of the topics, Eveliina shifts from one note to another 
to make additions to the topic in question and then continues to document other things. 
This can be seen on line 14, in which Eveliina shifts from writing a new note to comple-
menting an existing note after Kari has stated that there were ‘good vibes’ in the trainings 
(line 11). ‘Good vibes’ is taken as a recordable item, and it is noted down. After that, 
Eveliina returns to the second note (line 15) and on line 18 she starts the third one, which 
shows that more topics are expected to occur at some point during the discussion. The 
extract shows how the writing of three topically distinct notes can overlap in only 1 min-
ute by jumping back and forth between them during a participant’s report. Although the 
writing down of earlier comments is performed at the same time as Kari relates his news, 
neither Kari nor Eveliina orient to this as disruptive activity.

Compared with editing in chat, where monitoring by other participants played a key 
role in making additions, here the editing does not stem from active monitoring. Rather, 
the need for editing is triggered by something the facilitator finds recordable in the par-
ticipant’s talk. In Extract 4, Kari does not seem to orient to collaborative note-taking in 
the same way as we observed in the previous extracts. As he does not have his camera 
on, it is impossible to say what he is looking at. However, while he can – and probably 
does – monitor what is written, he does not make his monitoring activity relevant, for 
example, by clearly offering his news to be recorded, calibrating his talk with typing, or 
making additions. In this sense, the facilitator has even more responsibility for deciding 
which parts of Kari’s talk are worth recording and which issues belong together. The 
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participants seem to treat note-taking in the text widget as the facilitator’s task, rather 
than as a shared activity.

When notes are taken with the text widget, the editing mode is usually activated for a 
long time. This may be related to the fact that the tool is generally used for note-taking 
when the facilitator wants the team to report their experiences or other issues that are 
primarily meant for the internal use of the team. In these cases, the participants are given 
the floor one at a time (cf. multiparty discussions in previous extracts), which leads to 
situations where participants may address similar topics in turns that are quite distant 
from each other. To summarize in notes all the experiences reported, it is important that 
additions can be made to the existing notes. In this regard, even though the note-taking 
activity here differs from note-taking in chat, we can again see an orientation to the prin-
ciple of ‘one note per topic’. In both cases, the idea is to collate similar issues into notes 
that can be easily retrieved later.

This section showed how the affordances of the digital platform impact the practice 
of organizational note-taking. Although neither tool was expressly designed for writing 
notes, we saw how creatively they could be used for note-taking purposes. In both cases, 
the principles of informality and incorporating one note per one topic were oriented to, 
only in different ways. Whereas the chat tool enabled the production of sequential notes 
only, the text widget afforded the form of ‘open notes’ in which their reorganization was 
more flexible.

Conclusion

As noted in the literature review, traditional note-taking with pen and paper is usually 
only partially accessible to co-participants – they can see when the act of writing hap-
pens, but they cannot see what is written (e.g., Svinhufvud, 2016). In the digitalized 
workplace, however, note-taking may be done publicly, so that both the content of the 
notes and the process of writing them are observable to all present. In this study, we 
analyzed public note-taking of this kind in a workplace context.

The analysis shows that note-taking in organizational encounters is a practice in 
which relevant comments are informally recorded. Even in two very different settings 
and with differing digital tools, the participants oriented to this informality in their inter-
actions. In addition, we showed how another principle of note-taking, that is, organizing 
notes as separate topics, was oriented to in each case by drawing on the affordances 
available to the participants.

The informality of writing observed here differs from of earlier findings on collabora-
tive writing. If, for example, we compare note-taking to Nissi’s (2015) study, where the 
participants wrote a joint statement, we can see important differences. In Nissi’s study, the 
participants were careful to secure agreement on the exact wording of the document, 
whereas in our case the note-taker was allowed considerable freedom to decide what to 
write down, and no agreement was sought before writing. We can thus see that employees 
in a workplace context display their understanding of note-taking as writing in which it is 
not the exact wording that is important but rather the future-oriented purpose of the notes.

Our study also showed how the publicness of note-taking can affect its practice. The 
fact that all the participants have access to the whole writing process, and hence 
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the possibility to monitor it, has consequences for both note-taking as an interactional 
activity and the final content of the notes. First, the participants often calibrate their talk 
to the writing, such as by waiting for the writing to be completed before resuming their 
talk. Second, adding new aspects to the topic of an emerging note may lead to the note 
being edited. In this sense, the notes made are truly collaborative accomplishments by 
the participants. However, as we saw, not all the participants need to monitor the note-
taking, but only those who want to be next in line to offer comments for potential inclu-
sion in the notes.

In addition, we showed how the affordances of digital technology have consequences 
for the practice of note-taking. The first and most important of these is accessibility, that 
is, the possibility to project the notes onto a screen, thereby making the note-taking activ-
ity public and thus collaborative. The second is the possibility to re-open and edit a note, 
which turned out to be important for the purposes of organizing the ideas into separate 
notes. This could be seen by comparing the two different tools used in the data for note-
taking. Whereas the chat tool only allowed the sequential writing of notes, the text widget 
afforded a more flexible way of organizing notes. Because of their different affordances, 
the tools were used for different kinds of tasks – the chat function for taking notes from 
multi-party discussion on a specific issue, and the text widget for recording the experi-
ences of participants speaking one at a time.

Our findings resonate with earlier findings that digital technologies are often used in 
ways not anticipated by their designers (e.g., Boudreau and Robey, 2005; Vyas et al., 
2017). Neither the chat nor the text widget was expressly intended for note-taking. 
However, to achieve their objectives, such as note-taking, facilitators will, where possi-
ble, adapt the tools at their disposal. The other participants will then also adapt in an 
unproblematic way to this novel way of using a platform and collaborate seamlessly with 
the facilitator in a public note-taking process. Our study thus illustrates the creativity of 
organizational actors in adapting digital technology to the practice of, in the present 
instance, note-taking and its local organizational purposes. As shown in our analysis, 
despite the dialogical affordances of the technology, note-taking practices were not radi-
cally changed, but instead took a traditional form. To better understand such creative 
practices, we need to study the digital technology in use, as part of real-life organiza-
tional practices.

Our data also showed differences between face-to-face and remote meetings. In 
remote meetings, screen sharing is a common practice (see e.g,. Olbertz-Siitonen and 
Piirainen-Marsh, 2021), and thus the public nature of writing is also a major issue. A 
complication specific to remote meetings is that the participants have no way of knowing 
what the other participants are doing on their screens. We found, however, that the par-
ticipants managed public note-taking in that situation as well, and displayed their orien-
tation to the publicness through, for example, metatalk and remaining silent during the 
writing sequences. Thus, our study showed how employees are able to adapt their writing 
practices to the realities of increasingly multispatial workplaces.
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Note

1. In the gloss we have marked both the stems of the words and the suffixes. The Finnish suf-
fixes mostly resemble English prepositions, and in these cases, we have used a roughly equiv-
alent preposition to describe the suffix. Some suffixes are, however, difficult to translate. In 
these cases, we have used an abbreviation of the suffix. The following abbreviations are used: 
GEN, genitive, expressing possession; PL, plural.
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Appendix

Transcription symbols
. Falling intonation
? Rising intonation
↓ Fall in pitch
↑ Rise in pitch
word Emphasis
>word< Faster pace than surrounding talk
<word> Slower pace than surrounding talk
WORD Loud talk
word Quiet talk
wo:rd Lengthening of the sound
wo- Word cut off
#word# Creaky voice
@word@ Change in sound quality
$word$ Smile voice
hehe Laughter
.hhh Inbreath
hhh Outbreath
hh(h)h Outbreath produced through laugh
[ Beginning of overlapping talk
* Beginning of overlapping nonverbal action
= No pause between two adjacent utterances
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(0.5) Pause in seconds
(.) Micro pause (less than 0.2 seconds)
(word) Item in doubt
(-) Talk not heard by transcriber
((word)) Transcriber’s comments
Turns his head Nonverbal action
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